Candidacy

Brostoff and Cahn and Announce
intention, to run for the offices.

We are all ready for a full campaign to let the student's know how to get things done.

Bob Cahn and Mark Brostoff have announced their intentions to run for the offices of president and vice-president of Alfred University's Student Government.

Bob Cahn, a senator from Teft Hall and Mark Brostoff, the Secretary of the senate as well as a senator from Reimer Hall feel that they can put together a strong and working senate for the coming year.

Cahn and Brostoff have both been involved in last semester's session of the new student government and have been actively involved in resolving many of the problems that still face the student body of Alfred University. Bob Cahn was chairman of the Constitution Committee that has worked on revising the old student assembly constitution. Mark Brostoff has been the liaison between the student senate and the administration in his role as secretary. Both candidates have had experience in Alfred's student government and know how to get things done.

They see the need for a stronger voice for the students in Alfred. They are working on proposals to get student input on all university committees. They were successful in their fight to get eight students seated on the powerful Calendar Committee.

They believe that an effective president and vice-president can make a difference. And they will put out an all out effort to win the student's vote on the Alfred campus. Said Mark Brostoff. "We are all ready for a full campaign to let the student's know of our intentions to run for the offices."

Ceramics College Receives Grant for Workshop

The Corning Glass Works Foundation has awarded the New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University a $4,500 grant for a series of special workshops designed to improve communications skills and "inter-personal relationships" among the school's engineering students.

Announcement of the award was made jointly by Richard C. Bessey, the Corning Foundation's executive director, and Dr. Willis W. Lawrence, dean of the Ceramics College.

According to Dr. David R. Rossington, head of the college's Division of Engineering and Science, the off-campus sessions will be held once a year for the next three years.

Their principal aims, he said, will be to clarify the problems and satisfactions of the engineering profession, in increase self-knowledge and to enhance the students' ability to work smoothly with future colleagues, subordinates and superiors.

"Many of our students are entering management positions relatively soon after graduation," Rossington said, "and the whole area of interpersonal relationships is one which is almost totally neglected in the classroom.

"I hope the establishment of these workshops will help to alleviate the problem."

Ceramics College faculty scheduled to participate as workshop discussion leaders include Rossington; Dr. Edward R. Mueller, professor of ceramic engineering; and Dr. Richard C. Martin, associate professor of physics.

"Also participating will be Dorothy M. Towle, assistant professor of psychology in Alfred University's College of Liberal Arts.

Students Volunteer

Some 70 Alfred University students are continuing a five-year-old campus tradition of providing assistance to the area elderly and young people.

The students, who call themselves Student Volunteers for Community Action, are either participating in local municipal programs or running their social services projects in Alfred, Hornell, Greenwood and Canisteo.

According to their advisor, Lynn Janisky, the University's associate dean for student affairs, continued on page 3.

College of Nursing and Health Care Joins Other Schools for Course

Alfred University's College of Nursing and Health Care in cooperation with St. Bonaventure University and the Allegany County Board of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES) will offer a one-semester graduate course on human sexuality, beginning Feb. 5th.

Although primarily for teachers, nurses and social workers, the course is open to anyone who holds a college or university bachelor's degree.

An Alfred spokesman said the program will cover topics including sexuality and physiology, contraception, childbirth, abortion, venereal disease, psychological development, homosexuality, and the cultural and legal aspects of sex.

The course will be given on six Saturdays in February and March from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the BOCES Occupational Center, Angelica Street, Belmont.

Information as to fees and registration dates can be obtained by writing to Mrs. Mary M. Giles, director of continuing education, College of Nursing and Health Care, Alfred University.
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University News Bureau

Students trailing their 5-string banjos in Dr. Douglass' Allenterm
Students Find “Challenge” Challenging

By Diana L. Tomb

Perhaps the most challenging Allenterm course offered is one by just that name—"Challenge." This course is being taught jointly by Gene and Linda Castrovillo, and presents both physical and academic challenges. Five written papers between four and five pages in length are required for completion of the course. The assigned topics are on various aspects of human physiology.

Fifteen athletic-oriented challenges are also part of the course. The students are required to accumulate mileage on foot or in the water, learning new skills such as juggling, and trying out old skills, such as throwing a ball, with their left hands. The main objective of the course, according to Mr. Castrovillo, is for the student to realize his or her capabilities and the reasons behind these capabilities. At the beginning of the course, the students were presented with sit-ups, wall-volleys, and static challenges of the course will be measured during the week. The other major challenges will be to meet the accumulative-type requirements of the course including playing 30 paddleball games and making 500 foul shots and to learn the new skills outlined on the requirements, which might be entirely foreign to some of the students.

Two members of the women's swim team are enrolled in the course: Paula Winiwarter and Laurie Higgins. Both said that they felt one of the benefits they will receive from having taken it will be to get their bodies into better shape. Concerning her reasons for taking the program, Laurie Higgins said, "I didn't realize that it would be so hard—especially the academic part—but I'm disciplining myself. Quite a few times I've wanted to give it up. I wanted to see if I could do it mentally and physically." Of the thirty-two students who showed up for the first class, sixteen have dropped out. However, four more students decided to join the course, bringing the total to 29. Mr. Castrovillo noted that no incidents of students overextending themselves had occurred. An additional fact to the briefing on the third day was that all of the participants will be required to research a topic of their choosing. This is an Allenterm taught by the participants. Each student is required to research an ethnic group of his or her choosing. This includes those ethnic groups under the care of "FITS"—an abreviation for Black Americans today and reviews the history and evolution of the welfare program. Dr. Rasmussen feels that the course will be helpful to his students because it allows them to view the immigrant/ethnic experience from a different standpoint. He believes that most of his students come from the WASP tradition and will therefore benefit from this examination of other ethnic groups.

Working Class Study

By Diana L. Tomb

"Work, Politics, and Ethnicity Among Working Class Americans: The View From Below," is a course that students are being taught by Dr. Thomas Rasmussen, Associate Professor of Political Science. The course is academically rigorous, requiring five books to be read, two written examinations and a term paper. The class is mimeographed as discussion periods covering the written material.

According to Dr. Rasmussen, the course attempts to do several things. First, it examines the writings of several third-generation Americans, who, in their family's origins, have made statements that are "...a protest against ethinics being forced to view the immigrant/ethnic experience from a different standpoint. He believes that most of his students come from the WASP tradition and will therefore benefit from this examination of other ethnic groups."
What to Do During Allenterrm

The annual plethora of All-American football teams and the differences between these teams cause a woeful snub of the tiny Alfred. Artie Choke, QB, Nip-N-Tuck Scholz, i.

The 1977 Little, Little All-American Team

By Dick Patrick Hughes

The annual plethora of All-American football teams and the differences between these teams cause a woeful snub of the tiny Alfred. Artie Choke, QB, Nip-N-Tuck Scholz, i.

Student Volunteers, Cont'd...

continued from page 1

"they do it because they want to work with people.

"It's a positive activity, one that provides students with beneficial experiences, both personal and professional."

Miss Janksy also saw advantages in the program for community social services agencies. The participation of the Alfred students, she said, led to lightening agency caseloads. For example, in the village of Alfred the students are operating an "adopt-a-grandparent" program, in which they offer companionship and home help to the elderly.

A similar program, but this one focused on children and seniors in need of guidance, is underway in Hornell, Greenwood and Canisteo.

Miss Janksy said the Alfred volunteers also assist in the activities of the Hornell Teen Center. At Hornell's Operation Head Start, a federally funded program for disadvantaged preschool children, includes the participation of the Alfred group.

In addition, the volunteers are providing counseling aid to patients at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Bath.

Alfred University's student government earlier in the year allocated $1,800 toward the activities of the campus volunteer group. Miss Janksy said.

Superstition is the work of the group is a seven-member advisory board made up of Miss Janksy, Leslie Ellenbein of Ciflon, N.J., Ayse Gardener of Hornell, Richard Gold of Monticello, Elaine Ostrin of Livingston, N.J., Linda Kids of Blythe Heights, and Sarah Carter of County Court, Ireland.

"Buttons, Buttocks" buttoned display their wares. A nation-wide exhibition featuring the medals will be sponsored by Harland Snodgrass (extreme left) this March.

The Up-to-Date Shops

These fine manufacturers have selected

UP-TO-DATE FASHIONS as their area representative:

- Garland
- Maverick
- Pandora
- Alberoy
- Bodin Knits
- Little Lisa
- Landlubber
- Cos Cob
- Faded Glory
- Brook Valley

Please come in and be pleasantly surprised over the assortment of Missy and Jr. Fashions.

WOULD YOU PLEASE PUT IT ALL TOGETHER AT

The Up-to-Dot Shops

Hornell - Wellsville

After Xmas Sale. Up to 50% Off

Yours,

Virginia and VI

Announcements

We pair a pair of cross country skis, including poles, shoes, and bindings, from the Alfred Score Center. Tickets 25 cents for use. $1.00 for use. Sale date from 9 a.m. at the Campus Center.

The drawing will be held on Jan. 19, 1977 at 12:00. The winner's name will be posted at the Campus Center desk. Sponsored by ConCep Travel Service.
Speaking on Sports

Saxon Subs to the Rescue

...Almost

By Gary Esterow

Coming off the bench is one of the hardest jobs in basketball. A substitute is expected to fit into the flow of the game as quickly as possible. Not everyone is able to adjust to this role. Despite their 72-63 loss to R.P.L, the Saxons found out a lot about their basketball talents.

Rich Mott, a freshman guard and Doug O’Reilly, a six-foot-three inch sophomore forward, both came off the bench, scored 6 points each, and almost led the Saxons to victory. Behind Mott’s outside shooting and O’Reilly’s aggressive play, the Saxons cut a 24-point R.P.L lead down to 7 points. Unfortunately, time was not on the Saxons’ side, as they saw their record drop to 1-4.

The loss of starting forward Jim Clark to a shoulder bruise) hurt the Saxons. The Saxons will have 3 league games in a row, starting with the R.LT. game on the 22nd. There’s plenty of action. So come on down to McLane Center to see some good basketball.

Although the women’s basketball team is on vacation, many of the team members still work out at the gym daily. Coach Lenny Oberg-Colonial College.

The saxons will have 3 league games in a row, starting with the R.LT. game on the 22nd. There’s plenty of action. So come on down to McLane Center to see some good basketball.

Football and basketball are the primary focuses for Track teams, Ski team, Basketball, and all the rest in the women’s program. The Saxons will try to improve their 1-2 record against the women are working out at the gym daily. Coach Lenny Oberg-Colonial College.
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